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Nov. Survey—Numbers Worth Giving Thanks For. Nielsen’s November survey provides the last barometer before the 
Christmas format disrupts normal listening habits in PPM markets. But even before the holiday format’s enormous ratings 
impact is felt, newly released numbers have brought tidings of comfort and joy to its host stations. In Philadelphia, Jerry Lee 
Broadcasting AC “More FM” WBEB surged 6.8-7.3-8.0 among listeners 6+ since September for its strongest November 6+ 
showing in at least four years. That’s more than a full share ahead of where it was last November 
when it headed into the radio equivalent of the Super Bowl with a 6.8 share. Philly’s other soon-
to-be all-Christmas outlet, CBS Radio’s classic hits WOGL (98.1), also heads into the season on 
a major ratings upswing, lunging 4.6-5.9 to rank third. In New York, iHeartMedia AC “106.7 Lite 
FM” WLTW is looking fine for the holiday audience influx, ranked first with a 6.8. Ditto in Houston, 
where AC sister “Sunny 99.1” KODA has been slowly gaining share (7.5-7.6-7.7) while keeping its lock on No. 1. In the 
ultra-compressed Los Angeles market, perennial iHeart holiday station “Coast 103” KOST has pre-Christmas momentum, 
improving 4.5-5.0 to rank fourth and just 0.7 away from CBS Radio’s top-rated classic hits “K-Earth 101” KRTH. Up the coast 
in San Francisco, Entercom AC KOIT (96.5) is sittin’ near the top of the Bay with a 4.8-5.3 pre-holiday push, ranked second 
behind all-news KCBS (740, 106.9). Down in San Jose, Digity Media AC “K-Bay 94.5” KBAY has its pre-holiday ratings 
stocking stuffed with a market-topping 7.6, down a smidgen from October’s 7.8. Salem’s Hot ‘lanta—Also, numbers from 
Chicago and Dallas, at InsideRadio.com.

Cumulus Flexes Some Chicago Modern Rock Muscle. As Cumulus Media works to turn around overall ratings performance, 
it can point to a strong up trend in Chicago at modern rock WKQX, which tied for fourth in Nielsen’s November survey with 
a 3.7 share of listeners aged 6+. The station, which Cumulus leases via a Local Marketing Agreement, has trended 3.0-3.1-
3.1-3.2-3.2-3.5-3.7 since May. WKQX is the strongest-performing Cumulus-Chicago station, ahead of classic hits WLS-FM 
(3.3-2.8), classic rock “97.9 The Loop” WLUP (2.6-2.5) and talk WLS-AM (1.9-1.8). Cumulus can also claim victory with 
country “Kicks 101-5” WKHX-FM in Atlanta, which advanced 3.6-4.5 to regain its lead over iHeartMedia’s “94.9 The Bull” 
WUBL (3.7-3.6). But in Atlanta’s hotly contested CHR battle, Cumulus heritage CHR “Q100” WWWQ slipped 4.8-4.2 in 
November and now trails iHeart rival “Power 96.1” WWPW (4.8-5.2) by a full share of listeners aged 6+. One consistent 
Cumulus winner, country “99-5 The Wolf” KLPX, narrowed the gap in Dallas with iHeart’s market-leading CHR “106.1 Kiss 
FM” KHKS in November. “The Wolf” grew 4.6-5.1 while KHKS improved 5.6-5.9. Cumulus is also home to powerful brands 
such as sports KNBR (680) which, as the 49ers’ radio flagship, remains top 5 in San Francisco. Classic rock sister “The 
Bone” KSAN (107.7) continues to move up (2.4-2.6), as does entrenched adult alternative KFOG (2.1-2.2). In Los Angeles, 
KLOS inched up 2.2-2.4 but still trails Entercom’s The Sound” KSWD (3.0-3.3) by nearly a full share. And Cumulus talker 
KABC remains in L.A.’s ratings basement (0.5-0.5). NASH Bridges—Cumulus looks to improve its New York country 
station; get more at InsideRadio.com.

Bouvard: Radio ‘Increases Retail’ At Holidays. As retailers prep their holiday advertising blitz, radio should be a must-
buy, according to one leading industry executive. Pierre Bouvard, chief marketing officer for Cumulus Media and Westwood 
One, says radio offers advertisers unparalleled access, reaching 180 million Americans on Black Friday and 63% of adults 
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25-54, according to Nielsen. Equally important, Bouvard notes, is that radio stations connect with consumers at critical 
points on the path to purchasing—at work and on the go. “Radio’s stellar ability to increase retail sales is due to the mobile 
nature of [its] audience,” Bouvard says in a new blog post. Radio ads are effective for both traditional stores and online 
retailers, Bouvard adds. For instance, radio is the most-used media from 6am to 7pm—when brick-and-mortar stores are 
open and consumers are out of home, providing opportunities to hit them with retail ads. That same exposure helps digital 
retailers too, as consumers listening at work can go online during the workday or later in the evening. And, with mobile 
sales steadily growing, consumers can be inspired by a radio ad to make a virtual purchase anytime. This holiday season, 
industry forecasts are predicting strong retail sales and brands are eager to capture their share of the dollars. Both Deloitte 
and the National Retail Federation say retail sales will increase this season, with growth estimates between 3.5%-4%, and 
some forecasts call for consumers to spend more this year. Even before Black Friday and Cyber Monday—two of the biggest 
shopping days of the year—consumers are already making purchases, with 57% of Americans shopping in November, up 
from 54% last year, according to the NRF. Radio Sets Sales For the Web—Radio’s increasing its rep for pushing online 
retail sales; see how at InsideRadio.com.

Macy’s, Penney Among Retail Xmas Spot Leaders. Christmas music isn’t the only seasonal offering taking over the 
airwaves this time of year. Heading into the two biggest shopping days of the year, retailers are relying on radio to bring 
shoppers in the door and onto their ecommerce platforms. Macy’s, JC Penney and Kohl’s moved up in rank on Media 
Monitors’ Spot Ten tally of the most played radio spots for the week ending Nov. 22, compared to their average rank during 
the January-September period. So did merchants that sell Christmas lights and ornaments, stocking stuffers and, of course, 
wine and beer. Macy’s aired 28,046 spots on radio stations tracked by Media Monitors last week, to rank sixth, up from No. 
10 during the first nine months of the year. JC Penney placed 23,468 spots last week to finish eighth, up from No. 15 in that 
period. And Kohl’s moved from No. 97 in the September YTD tally to No. 17 last week, pumping out 14,754 spots during the 
week. Likewise, Jared the Galleria of Jewelry, after ranking No. 53 in the first nine months, jumped to No. 16 with 15,697 
radio spots. There may be no more seasonal advertiser than Toys R Us, which ran 12,300 spots on U.S. radio stations last 
week, ranked No. 25, after not even placing in the top 300 January-September. Wine sales soar during the holidays, and 
Total Wine & More ran 8,074 spots in the week ending Nov. 22, ranking No. 49. The wine retailer didn’t place among radio’s 
top 300 advertisers in the YTD tally. Room for (Home) Improvement—Home Depot and Lowes are also duking it out, 
adding Christmas trees to their wares; go to InsideRadio.com.

Study: Room for Wild Card Songs Beyond Your Format. If your country station’s listeners adore Adele, should you 
be adding her to your playlist? That’s the intriguing question addressed in a new study regarding Audience Streaming 
Compatibility from Bridge Ratings. The firm’s Streaming Analytics Division has come up with a means of tracking traditional 
radio listeners’ accompanying online streaming habits, by cross-referencing data from streaming platform partners with 
radio listening data. The company’s compatibility data suggests that, “on-demand streaming 
consumption is very different from how radio has programmed music for its listeners, no matter the 
format.” According to Bridge Ratings president Dave van Dyke, after a year of analysis from more 
than a million active stream listeners, “most radio stations are missing the target of appealing to 
their listeners’ taste as close to 100% of the time as possible. Broadcast radio is often incorrectly 
exposing hit music.” Using Adele’s No. 1 “Hello” as an example, van Dyke says research shows that 
while the song is 99% compatible with AC formats, it also is favored by a majority of top 40, country 
and urban listeners, whose programmers might consider indulging their listeners. In turn, only 22% of the mainstream rock 
audience tunes to “Hello” on pureplay streaming, demonstrating that the song would not be a good fit. Bridge’s surprising 
recommendation seems to refute the golden rule of target—or “fit”—programming, which mandates that even catalog songs 
should not stray from a station’s core artists and/or branding. “The purpose of the report is to show that streaming data is a 
powerful tool that programmers can use to properly align their stations,” van Dyke tells Inside Radio. “Each programmer has 
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his or her own interpretation of research.” Power in Data—Knowing your audience’s music preferences gives you tools 
to use in programming; get more at InsideRadio.com.

Compatibility Scores—Path To Listener Appetites. For stations that utilize cluster analysis in a music test—that 
is, identifying appetites for specific genres by finding song combinations that objectively represent these appetites—a 
programmer can grid compatibility scores, allowing them to judge how well each song works with each cluster. That mix can 
be powerful. In a new blog post, Coleman Insights VP Sam Milkman says using this methodology can help stations build the 
most cohesive and strategically on-target libraries possible. “While your station delivers sonic variety, [it is important that] 
its sound has a suitable level of consistency for its format position,” he says. Milkman also says it is essential for a station 
to determine those songs that reach outside of its core sound. For example, it behooves a contemporary pop station to 
determine which rock-textured songs maintain the cohesiveness of its defined imaging. “This type of insight is especially 
valuable for stations that mix together music styles from different eras,” Milkman says. “A country station, for example, may 
employ a contemporary approach but once or twice an hour features a gold title from 10, 15 or 20 years ago.” Sometimes 
such gold “sticks out like sore thumbs” and undermines the contemporary feel of such stations. “Compatibility data can 
help stations avoid this problem; if two gold titles are equally popular with your target audience but one is more compatible 
with the contemporary clusters in your music test, it is almost always going to be a better title to play.” Finding the Best 
Blend—Compatibility scores can help stations mix music from different eras and even strategize about playlist 
shifts; go to InsideRadio.com.

Ad Insider—Open Recalls Affect Trade-In Value. The National Automobile Dealers Association commissioned a study by 
J.D. Power which finds that the value of trade-ins could fall by $1,210 and as much as $5,700 if dealers were prohibited from 
selling any used vehicles with open recalls. One of the biggest elements of the reduction of value, the study notes, would be 
the cost involved when a dealer takes in a trade-in of a brand it is not authorized to service recalls for, such as if a customer 
trades in a Ford at a Honda dealership….Ace Metrix says that Mercedes-Benz is the most effective luxury automotive brand 
of 2015. While its scoring, so far, is only through Oct. 31, Ace Metrix is confident Mercedes will hold onto the title. Mercedes 
received an “ace score” of 599, up from 592 in 2014, when the company also was named the most effective automotive 
brand in advertising. Coming in second was Buick at 593.…The average price of a national TV ad was up in September, 
according to a new monthly media cost index being introduced by syndicated data firm SQAD, and MediaPost. But the gains 
appear to be coming mostly from rising demand for national broadcast networks. The index, which is benchmarked to a cost 
of 100 in January 2009, shows September’s national TV cost index rose to a 116 from 109 in August, reflecting a seasonal 
upswing in demand as advertisers head into the fourth quarter. That’s up from a 12-month low of 92 in June and down from 
a 12-month high of 142 in November 2014. Cable’s September cost index was 126, down 8 points from August, and cable’s 
lowest September since 2011’s 118.

Tribune Looks To Land Real Estate Sale. In the footsteps of iHeartMedia, Cumulus Media and Townsquare Media, Tribune 
Media is dusting off a particular “for sale” sign, working to shed real estate assets in order to focus on its core media 
business. In addition to the company’s 42 television stations, and Chicago talker WGN (720), the 
company also owns real estate. Tribune has now brought in broker Jones Lang LaSalle to sell nearly 
25 acres of land in Los Angeles’ Arts District, east of downtown. The site includes a printing plant 
leased by the Los Angeles Times and seven acres of frontage property along Alameda Street. Murray 
McQueen, president of Tribune Real Estate Holdings, said in a release, “L.A.’s Arts District is one of 
Los Angeles’ hottest areas for mixed-use retail and office development, and we’re expecting a lot of 
interest.” The media firm is also looking to sell off two other properties—the Tribune Tower in Chicago 
and the north block of the Los Angeles Times Square property in L.A. As Inside Radio previously 
reported, Townsquare Media in August joined a growing list of radio companies selling their broadcast towers to monetize 
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what they see as a valuable non-core asset tucked away in their holdings. The company cut a deal to sell 43 towers to tower 
giant Vertical Bridge Holdings for $22.8 million. Before that, iHeartMedia closed on the sale of roughly 370 broadcast towers 
in a deal that leases space for its stations on the divested sites. Cumulus Media is selling valuable real estate in Los Angeles 
and Washington, DC that are home to towers it owns in those markets. 

NPR Tackles Age-Old Question: Growing Younger. As public radio’s core audience heads toward retirement age and its 
listener numbers ebb, Washington-based NPR is strategizing to dial in a younger audience in an inevitable nod toward the 
future. Despite NPR’s reliable programming stable, Nielsen says that “Morning Edition” listening is down 20% for listeners 
under 55, while “All Things Considered” has dropped 25% with those 45-54. NPR’s median-age listener is 54. NPR has nearly 
900 member stations nationwide, but a story in The Washington Post posits that “as audiences 
drift to newer on-demand audio sources such as podcasts and streaming, the bonds with local 
stations—and the contributions that come with them—may be fraying.” NPR is responding by 
adding podcasts, Web text and streams, satellite broadcasting and social media, along with such 
new features as “Generation Listen,” a website with audio/text stories and community events 
hosted by young NPR listeners. It has also added a pair of younger hosts to “All Things Considered,” joining 68-year-old 
Robert Siegel. Editorial director Michael Oreskes told the Post that the anchor evolution is “an invitation to both traditional 
listeners and new ones to think about the programs in new ways.” In its efforts to skew younger, NPR also launched a mobile 
app, NPR One that streams both national and local public radio stories via smartphones and tablets. According to NPR 
senior VP for audience development Emma Carrasco, the audience is expanding via digital devices. She estimated that 32 
million people per week, or 1 in 10 in the nation, hear or read NPR-produced programming. Keeping the Flow—Digital 
delivery shifts will create fundraising issues for NPR; go to InsideRadio.com.

FCC Set for New Website Redesign on Dec. 10. The Federal Communications Commission will launch a major redesign 
of its FCC.gov website December 10 with a goal of improving usability and bringing the site up to date with the latest website 
innovations. In a public notice, the commission says the large-scale redesign is intended to “provide better functionality, an 
improved design and better searchability and navigability.” The agency says it conducted extensive user research on how to 
improve the site’s architecture to make content easier to find. Using responsive design, the revamped site will automatically 
resize content based on the device being used to view it, improving interoperability with tablet and mobile device browsers. 
It will use a “toggle” navigation that allows visitors to browse either by “Category” or “Bureau and Office.” The switchover is 
scheduled to begin December 9 at 8pm Eastern and be completed by 12am December 10. While the FCC says it expects 
the transition to “be completed almost instantaneously,” it notes that, “there will be an ongoing process” involving user 
feedback, fixes by the FCC IT team and content updates by policy bureaus and offices. The commission says it was driven 
by a need to begin using a more modern, open-source content management system to upgrade its look and architecture. 
The relaunch means the current FCC website will no longer be available. But webpages and files that are on transition.fcc.
gov that have not already been migrated to the new site will remain available, the commission says. Existing bookmarks 
will be redirected to the appropriate content on the new site. While the commission is working on improvements on the 
Electronic Comment Filing System and other interactive systems, it says they won’t be directly impacted by the December 
10 migration.

Inside Radio is written by Paul Heine, Chuck Taylor and Allison Romano, and is edited by Rob Edelstein. If you have 
comments on a story, a news release, or a news tip, send it to editor@insideradio.com, or call 800-275-2840. To 
advertise in Inside Radio, contact Karen Bak karynbak@insideradio.com, and for anything else, contact Gene McKay, 
genemckay@insideradio.com
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ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE WITH LIST
SACRAMENTO

Entravision Sacramento is looking for a radio seller 
with an affinity and experience selling the CHR format 
for Hit Music Station Hot 103.5FM. Duties also include 

selling Wolf 101.9FM, and top Spanish language stations 
Jose 104.3FM and Tricolor 99.9FM. Ideal candidate is 

a strongwilled, forceful, and determined sales professional 
who can call on local businesses to sell integrated 

marketing solutions that include radio, digital and event 
marketing. Candidate will manage an existing list as well 
as COLD CALL for new business development. Must have 
strong communication and presentation skills and develop 
customized marketing plans that include research. Must 

be customer focused and able to adapt to different selling 
situations. Periodic client entertainment is required.

 
Guaranteed draw, generous commission and bonus 

structure. Candidate must prospect and develop new 
business. Knowledge of Wide Orbit, Nielsen, Salesforce 

as well as Microsoft Office.

Send resume with cover letter to: 
evcsacjobs@entravision.com

Entravision Communications is an EOE. 
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Entravision 

Communications Corp participates in the EVerify system to verify 
eligibility for all new employees.

Come join the sales team at one of the finest broadcast companies in America!

Salem Media of New York is looking for a Sales Manager for our two local radio stations, AM 970 The 
Answer and AM 570 The Mission. Key to this position is the ability to energetically and creatively lead a 
sales team in local direct spot sales campaigns. This position is ideal for an individual who is experienced 
as a sales manager or an accomplished AE looking to take the next step in his/her career.  Salem offers a 
competitive salary and comprehensive benefits.  Please CLICK HERE to apply. 

Or, Contact: Laura Sheaffer 
Assistant to General Manager, Jerry Crowley

laura@nycradio.com 
Call 212-857-9639 

to schedule an interview. 

Salem Media Group is an equal opportunity employer.

SALES MANAGER — NEW YORK
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

LSM & DSM — HEARST RADIO
BALTIMORE

Hearst is one of the nation’s most 
diversified media, information and 

technology companies and we believe 
in impactful live and local radio. 

Our Baltimore stations are news/
talk powerhouse WBAL-AM and the 
legendary 98 ROCK, and we are the 

flagship for the Baltimore Ravens
 and Navy Football.  

 
We need both a Local Sales Manager 

and Digital Sales Manager who 
share our desire to combine superior 
local content with exceptional sales 
leadership.  Our team is determined 

and energetic, and our work 
environment is respectable with a high 

standard of excellence.  
 

To Apply and Learn more about Hearst 
and these leadership opportunities: 

CLICK HERE
EOE
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